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DETROIT INDIE ARTIST, KINGDOM CHELLZZZ

ANNOUNCES HIS NEW EP MASTERPIECE

 

 

 

  

   

  

  

   

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

 

After being featured in the Michigan Chronicles, confirmed as a Pandora Artist

and a collective 12K plus streams from his current single, Detroit Indie

Christian Artist, Kingdom Chellzzz is ready to make some noise with his new

EP, Masterpiece which is available on all digital platforms.

 

The unapologetic, electric and liberating EP follows the success of recent

single,“Caught Up”. Upon release to an eager audience, “Caught Up” the

current single and over 8K viewed the directed by Dollah Jones who has

previously worked with Kierra Sheard. This R&B vibe single, sets the

groundwork for what to expect from his new project.

 

Listen to “Masterpiece” HERE // Watch “Caught Up” HERE

 

Side Note: The three Z's in Chellzzz rep the Godhead: the Father,

the Son and the Holy Spirit.

 

Kingdom Chellzzz, who at one point doubted God’s existence…proclaims self-

worth and freedom in Jesus Christ. His powerful testimony is the perfect

companion to understanding his identity in Christ. With a wide range of

contemporary styles, he writes and produces soul gripping music that

transforms hearts and minds. Kingdom Chellzzz is creating his very own

special brand of Christian Hip-Hop. 

 

 

https://songwhip.com/album/kingdom-chellzzz/masterpiece
https://youtu.be/awi_Gfhq8vM
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His music is an authentic expression of who God is; His nature, His love and

His presence indescribable presence. His new project conveys that overtaking

experience.

 

“For me, this new EP was purely identity-driven. I really wanted to

communicate and pour into the listeners the message of understanding their

value and importance in life and in God. I also challenged myself to branch out

of my comfort zone and create unforgettable music that’s distinct, not just your

ordinary rap song. I want the audience to encounter my diversity as an artist

and receive a message that delivers hope, worth and freedom”.

 

With Kingdom Chellzzz on the rise, his captivating energy, positivity and

God-given authority will influence people to see their worth, emerge from the

mediocre mindset and grasp that we are all God’s Masterpiece.

 

Poze Production | Michigan Chronicles

 

Direct all press and booking inquiries to:

 

Booking/Management

Dejuan Puttman / Holyteam Entertainment 

248-825-5937 / holyteament@gmail.com

 

 

 

Connect with Kingdom Chellzzz

Website | Instagram | YouTube | EPK

https://www.instagram.com/kingdom_chellzzz/
https://pozeproductions.com/m/blogpost?id=6465969%3ABlogPost%3A590597
https://michiganchronicle.com/2020/03/02/kingdom-chellzzz-masterpiece-ep-drops-3-20-2020/
http://gmail.com/
http://www.holyteament.com/
https://www.instagram.com/kingdom_chellzzz/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGTL3bgycOK0kr3looGxbDg
http://www.holyteament.com/epk

